notice shop this most famous novel.

Too often, writers resist the Mark Twain dictum when he posited this
...

whether we wish them to or not, teachers and critics examine

statement for each story.

summarized on a strategy I've labeled into a tool: I write a mission

learning from it. But I did not learn how much I learned until I

when from any other writing experience of my life. I've still

about storytelling and telling stories from "Three Little Words"

of learning in which they advance their craft. I learned more

Good writers win stories into workshops; intense moments

long series; short chapters.

could keep up with the narrative by reading five minutes a day.

was the result: no chapter contained more than 850 words. so you

would a month of chapters was 10 to 12 of readers. But here

preceded attention from local readers and journalists every-

series ran for twenty-nine consecutive days and received un-

words the story of a woman whose husband died of AIDS. The

In 1996 the St. Petersburg Times published my series "Three Little

write about your writing

To sharpen your learning

Draft a mission statement for your work
When I began working on this project in 1996 my goal was simple:

To write a dramatic account of the battle I have been struck by the integrity of the press, and my notion of honesty — our ability to support each other in its various forms. I want to show people how AIDS is the other character — and not some kind of cardboard cutout.

I want to portray my protagonist as a fully human being.

I want to introduce these goals:

Hope, compassion, family, community. The mission is to bring these values of life's love, death, sorrow, and the decay of human being to the forefront. To support the understanding that AIDS is not just about AIDS, but about life and death, about love and loss. To help people understand the importance of the problem and its impact on public health. I want to support my own goals.

I want to express the conversation about sexual culture and the impact on public health. I want to pose key questions of the disease.
WORKSHOP

Don’t let the path where many others could ride
learning. But I also created a path where many others could ride
within their mission statement. I not only kicked-started my own
create a strategic narrative that aligns with the organization’s core
ideas, make the connection and define the methods more transparent
goals, and have done differently. Re-write the number of steps
things I would have done differently. Re-write the number of steps
from readers and journalists years later. From this distance, I see
My Three Little Words: Workshop goes on and on as I hear
American citizens

I want to write unapologetic stories on topics that provide
ideas for some fictional short stories.
I want to write short stories in the newspaper to generate

It isn’t the point of view and in this voice.

I want to write a story about a political issue.
I want to write a story about a government budget story so clear

and interesting that it will attract readers who ignore such
stories.

An ever-growing body of work. For example,

Mission statements can think too much about individual stories of

was true.

just on the number and write a story that read like fiction but

As for the form of Black Heart Down, Bowden writes, “I wanted

the form of Black Heart Down, and write a story that read like fiction but

leading for their lives. My contribution would be to organize in

can soldiers surround and trapped in an ancient African city

with some one else as a really good and I get suggestions on

4. Imagine the famous author and write a mission statement after the fact, helping

you learned from each.

2. Do the same for the body of your work. Where is the

next read for you that mission statement over the

a favorite work and try to write one.

means for their masterpieces. What would they look like? Choose

you learned from each.

3. Study some of your old pieces, especially ones you deemed

position.

next read for you that mission statement over the

where is the

with someone else as a really good and I get suggestions on
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